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Made 

to Make 

Life Easier 

Assisting educators in managing classroom technology 

and maximizing student engagement. 

� Provides greater educator visibility into student activities 

� Increases multilingual student engagement with multi-lingual interpreting technology 

� Keeps students engaged and promotes active participation 

� Increases instructional time and limits distractions 

� Provides additional communication channels 

� Reduces IT reliance and gives educators more oversight of the digital learning environment 

Device Compatibility: Chromebooks, Windows, Mac, iOS, Virtual Desktop 
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1. Complete Device Control

Equip educators with complete device control. With live, 

full-screen visibility, educators can view the entire class' screens 

and monitor an individual student's screen. Additionally, educators 

can close tabs, open websites, share their screens, limit access to an 

individual website or list of pre-selected websites, lock devices and send 

in-class announcements. All device controls can be applied to the entire 

class or an individual student. 

2. Multi-Lingual Capabilities

Built to accommodate students of all backgrounds, AristotleK12 interprets and translates, 

displaying the preferred language to the student and educator, breaking down language barriers and 

improving student outcomes. Quickly translate text, video chat, chat transcripts, and videos shown 

to the class in real-time, allowing multi-lingual students and educators to communicate in any language. 

3. Behavior Reports

Get further insight into students' online behavior. Educators and admins alike can view behavior trends for students for 

the entirety of the school year. 

4. In-Class Educator Filter Controls

Educators can block or allow necessary websites and applications without disrupting the school-wide filter, helping to 

reduce reliance on IT and allowing the educator to continue with their lesson plan. Filter controls can be applied to the 

entire class, specified students, or an individual student. 

5. Third-Party Compatible

AristotleK12 integrates with various third-party tools to elevate the user experience, including Google Classroom®, 

Microsoft® Education, Clever®, OneRoster®, and Classlink®. 

6. Test Proctoring

Ensure a secure testing environment with test mode. Educators can lock down the browser, ensuring students can only 

access the test or limit the students to pre-selected websites. 

7. Customizable Experience

With over thirty-five different color combinations to choose from, educators can make their class dashboard uniquely 

theirs. Also, educators can arrange the student tiles in any arrangement they prefer. The options are limitless. 

8. Co-Teacher Ready

Co-teachers can quickly be added by IT professionals or the primary teacher, ensuring the proper personnel has prompt 

access to the required classes. 


